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We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Indonesian Journal of electronics, electromedical
engineering, and medical informatics, "Evaluation of an Android-based Application for Monitoring The Spread of
Covid-19 in Real-Time".

Our decision is: Revisions Required by due date: 13 November 2021
Notes:
Indicate the revision in RED COLOR in your revised paper this is to verify your response to reviewer comments.
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Reviewer A:
Recommendation: Revisions Required
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1. Comment on the TITLE (it should consist of: the METHOD, AIMS, and OBJECTS)

fine

2. Comment on ABSTRACT (It should consist of Problem, Aims, Method, Results, Conclusion, and Implication)

Your abstract should consist of Problem, Aims, Method, Results, Conclusion, and Implication

3. Comments on INTRODUCTION (It should be consist of: background knowledge, state of the art method, research
gap, AIMS, and proposed method)

I suggest you to write the state of the art method, research gap, AIMS, and proposed method thus the
reader will understand the contribution of your work

4. Comments on MATERIALS and METHOD (it should consist of: dataset, data collection & measurement, and data
analysis)

I Suggest to write more detail for your method

5. Comments on RESULTS (it should consist of: the main finding in Table or Graphics, results should not a raw data)

It is better if you device between the RESULT and DISCUSSION

6. Comment on DISCUSSION (It should consist of interpretation of the result, comparison with other studies, the
limitation of the study, and implication)
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You can add discussion section, discussion should consist of interpretation of the result, comparison
with other studies, the limitation of the study, and implication

7. Comments on CONCLUSION (it should consist of: restate the AIMS, main findings, and future works)

it should consist of: restate the AIMS, main findings, and future works for COnclusion

8. Comments on REFERENCES (it should be up to date, less self citation (10%), completeness of the references)

Please add more references

9. Others commnts (a. are the figure and table already cited in the text?, b. are the English language adequate?, c. are
the article structure well manage?)

The structure is well manage however it is better if author can add discussion section

10. The overall SCORE for this article (0-100)

78
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Reviewer B:
Recommendation: Revisions Required
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1. Comment on the TITLE (it should consist of: the METHOD, AIMS, and OBJECTS)

Title is complete

2. Comment on ABSTRACT (It should consist of Problem, Aims, Method, Results, Conclusion, and Implication)

You should stet the AIM clearly ini this section
You should write the contribution of this study clearly
You should write the result of this study quantitatively

3. Comments on INTRODUCTION (It should be consist of: background knowledge, state of the art method, research
gap, AIMS, and proposed method)

1. You should write the Research Gap clearly, what have not been done in the previous studies.
2. Before the last paragraph, you should write the AIM
3. The indent paragraph is too much (at least 3-4 character for each paragraph).

4. Comments on MATERIALS and METHOD (it should consist of: dataset, data collection & measurement, and data
analysis)

1. This section is too short. You should write more detail about
a) the system, b) how to collect the data, c) how to analyse the data
2. The indent paragraph is too much (at least 3-4 character for each paragraph).

5. Comments on RESULTS (it should consist of: the main finding in Table or Graphics, results should not a raw data)

1. Figure 3, 4, 5, 6 the text still in BAHASA, please translate in English
2. You should write the limitation or weaknesesses of this study

6. Comment on DISCUSSION (It should consist of interpretation of the result, comparison with other studies, the
limitation of the study, and implication)

-

7. Comments on CONCLUSION (it should consist of: restate the AIMS, main findings, and future works)

1. Should re-write the AIM
2. Should write the finding
3. Should write the Future work

8. Comments on REFERENCES (it should be up to date, less self citation (10%), completeness of the references)



add more reference, at least 25 international journal or proceeding

9. Others commnts (a. are the figure and table already cited in the text?, b. are the English language adequate?, c. are
the article structure well manage?)

-

10. The overall SCORE for this article (0-100)

75
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